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Occasional Paper i: December ig
1819 Broadway,New York
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCHI
ICYCLES IN TRAVEL
Railroad travel fluctuates in rough harmony with the generaldis-
turbances in the national economy we call business cycles.The rela-
tionship becomes evident if changes in passenger miles arecompared
with the upswings and downswings in businessoutlined by the
National Bureau's 'reference' chronology. A more satisfactory com-
parison can be made for the period since 1918 thanfor earlier times,
as information is more detailedfor recent cycles: March 1919 is the
first month for which the number of passenger-miles has been com-
piled and published. Before then the total amount of travel was
recorded in annual statistics only. We shall examine themonthly
data first.'
On Chart 1 the course of railroad travel since 1919 isdivided into
phases of growth and decline by asterisks, one at eachpeak or trough.
Dates the National Bureau regards as troughs in business atlarge
are indicated by solid, and those itregards as peaks by broken
vertical lines. Each interval from a solid to a broken line represents
a business expansion, in which,presumably, a more or less general
growth of employment, production, trade, and incomeoccurred.
The space from a broken to a vertical line represents aperiod of
general decline, or business contraction.
Except for the 1919-20 and 1933-37 expansions, each phaseof
business can readily be matched with a corresponding phaseof travel.
For example, a few months after the business contractionof 1920
began, travel started to decline, and continued to do soduring the
remainder of the business phase and for some timethereafter.
Differences between the turning dates in a particular formof eco-
nomic activity and the 'reference' turns of the chronology are not
uncommon. Indeed the dates of thebusiness peaks and troughs are
necessarily somewhat arbitrary; not all kinds of activity, even among
those which clearly follow the reference cycles in ageneral way,
reach peaks or troughs in exactly the same month.
There were no real exceptions even in 1919-20 or 1933-37.We
have not ñ-iarked any trough in passenger-milescorresponding to
the reference trough of April 1919. But monthly data onthe revenue
IAll monthly data charted or cited in this paper, except as noted, arefor Class I rail-
ways and have been taken from Sga:islicj of Railways,1922, p.xcv, or from the
monthly issues of Revenue Traffic Staintics. both published by the InterstateCommerce
Commission. All except the earnings per mile in Chart 12 havebeen seasonally ad-
justed; that is, the original figures for normally high months have beenreduced, and
those for normally low months increased. The first separatefigures for the two com-
ponents of passenger-miles. commutation and otherpassenger.miles, are for July 1921.
IS
railroads derived from the transportation of passengers suggest that
there was a trough in October1918. Aswill presently appear,
statistics of Pullman traffic show such a trough. We conclude that
there was an expansion in total passenger-miles correspondingto
the business expansion of1919-20,although it began considerably
earlier. During the long reference expansion of1933-37,we have
marked off not one but three phases in travel. Itrose to a peak in
October1934,declined thereafter, and subsequently rose toa final
peak in March1937.The intermediate peak was not as highas the
final one, the intermediate trough notas low as the initial one. It is
fair to say that during the periodas a whole there was an expansion
in travel corresponding to the reference phase.2
What is true of passenger trafficas a whole is equally true of its
principal component, travel other than commuting. Beginningwith
the1921-23expansion, the first for which we have data, therewas
a specific phase for every reference phase (Chart 1) 8 In arrivingat
this judgment we again disregarda mild specific contraction during
the long expansion of1933-37.
'Other than commutation' travel includes journeys inPullman cars,
for which we have monthly data beginningearly enough to cover
practically the entire1914-18business expansion.4 Here again each
reference phase can be matched bya specific phase. A long expansion
in Pullman passenger-miles, beginning beforeand ending after the
reference expansion of19 19-20,is clearly defined. Again, three phases
in 1933-37can be lumped into a single longer phase correspondingto
the business phase. The 1914-18expansion presents a somewhat
similar situation. Chart2suggests that there was a trough somewhat
before the data begin in January1915,lower than the troughwe
have marked in January1916.This is exactly whatwe find in data
on the revenue of the Pullman Company, which beginsomewhat
earlier. We conclude that therewas a long rise from late1914to
2 A similar long rise,temporarily interrupted by a mild decline, occurredin many
other economic activities. The declinesare not suthciently pronounced and general, how-
ever, to win recognition in the reference chronology. Weconsider the sharp rise and
fall in 1933 too brief to he calleda cycle.
3 In National Bureau terminologythe periods into which the course of an activity is
divided by its own peaks and troughsare called specific phases to distinguish them
from the reference phases.
4 Pullman passenger-miles, unlikenon-commutation and total passenger-miles, include
the travel of passengers, mostly railroad officialsand employees, for whose accom-
modation the Pullman Company is paid, althoughno railroad fares are charged. The


































































































































































November1917which, although interrupted, correspondsto the
1914-18 reference phase.
It is not so obvious that thereare fluctuations in commutation travel
corresponding to those in business. Wecan see few, if any, clearly
defined peaks and troughs (Chart 3);we feel unable to mark off
specific cycles. Consequently we can'tsay that every reference phase
was matched by a specific phase. But we can approach the problem
in a somewhat different way by asking whether therewas a net rise
during each business expansion anda net decline during each con-
traction. We find a net rise in three of four expansions, buta decline
in1933-37;also a net decline in three of four contractions, butprac-
tically no change in1926-27.
Since there are few cases altogether, these exceptionslook for-
inidable. Even though an economic activity rises in bothan expan-
sion and a contraction, however, itmay rise more rapidly in the
former. We regard sucha difference in rates of growth as analogous
to the difference between a rise in expansion anda fall in contraction.
The resemblance is still closer if the activity rises inexpansion but
remains unchanged in contraction. Finally, theactivity may decline
in both phases, but more rapidly in contraction. Sucha difference in
rates of decline is also analogous to that between rise and fall.If an
activity fairly consistently doesone or another of these four things














0 1 IT,.:For commuting the data permit us to make seven comparisonsbe-
tween a reference phase and the following phaseof opposite char-
acter. We can compare the expansion of 1921-23with the contraction
of 1923-24, the latter with the expansion of 1924-26,and so forth
(Table 1). Every one of the comparisons suggests positiveconformity
of one kind or another. If 1924-26 is compared with 1926-27, or
1926-27 with 1927-29, we find growth in expansionbut none in con-
traction. If we compare 1933-37 with either the preceding orthe fol-
lowing phase we find more rapid decline in contraction thanin ex-
pansion. There was perfect positive conformity.
Nevertheless it is somewhat curious that commuting did not decline
at all in 1926-27. In the decade after 1920, however, thiskind of
traffic was subject not only to changes in the prosperity of actual or
potential commuters but also to another influence. During the 1920's,
although not during the '30's, the population of suburban areas, and
presumably the number of potential commuters, grew rapidly. The
population of the New York metropolitan area, outside the large
central cities, increased 52 per cent from 1920 to 1930; only 10 per
cent from 1930 to 1940. Likewise the population of the Chicago area
outside Chicago proper increased 73 per cent in the first decade but
TABLE 1
Passenger-miles
Rate of Change between Reference Months
I The method of computation may be illustrated as follows. In July, August, and Sep.
teinber 1918, Pullman passenger-miles totaled 2,471,000,000. In the vicinityof the peak
month, August, the average was therefore 2,47l,000,000--3 or824,000,000 per month.
For the trough month, April 1919, and the preceding andfollowing month the average
is 1,092,000,000. The monthly average rose 268,000,000. FromAugust to April is 8
months. Travel increased at the rate of 268,000,000+8 or 33,500,000passenger-miles
per month.
2Preceding peak, August 1918.
5
LEVEL
CHANGE PER MONTH FROM PRECEDING DATE'
OTHER THAN
ALL TRAVEL COMMUTATION PULLMAN COMMUTATION
To To To To To To To To
peaktrough reak trough r,caktrough teaktrough
REFERENCE BUS!-fromfrom horn from fromfrom hornfrom
DATE NESStrough'peak troughpeak troughpeak troughpeak
(milhioos of passenger-miles)
April1919' trough -.. .. -- - 33.30
Jan.1920peak-1244 .. 7.89 ..-
Sept.1921trough --.-34.7' -.. ... ..-11.70
May1923peak 6.10 --- 3.71) ... 760 .. 2.40
july1924trough ..--11.07 ...-1086 .. - 1.50 ..--0.21
Oct.1926peak - -1.04 -..-1.85 - -. 4.11 ..- 0.81
Dcc.1927trough - ..-17.89 ...-17.79 --.--3.36 ... 0OO
June1929peak-7.11 ...-8.17 .--0.28 -.- 1.06 -
Match 1933trough . -.-31.98 ..-27.20 ..--16.47 .-.-4.78
May1937peak 18.16 ... 18.42 - .- 6.94 ...-0.24
May1938trougi' -..--19.50 . ..-17.25 ... - 6.17 -..-2.33a
Only 12 pr cent in the seconJ. The migration to the suburbsmay
have gone on, at a diminished rate, in the contraction of 1926-27;
if so it would account for the stability of the traffic.
It is also remarkable that commuting should have declined,even
slightly, during 1933-37, when other kinds of travel and economic
activity at large were showing pronouncedrecovery. But after 1929
many highway improvements especially designed to facilitate the
flow of motor traffic in a metropolitan regionwere made in and
around New York andno doubt in other commuting areas. Some
were completed during 1933-37. They increased the relative attrac-
tiveness of driving to work in comparison with commuting by train.
Even if a traveller chose to go to and from his job by railroad, itwas
no longer so advantageous to buy a commutation ticket rather than
pay for each trip separately. Other fares had beeq greatly reduced;
commutation fares had not changed much. In 1933-37 ordinary fare
exceeded commutation fare by about I centper mile; in earlier ex-
pansions the spread was 2 cents (Chart 4). Undersome circumstances
the difference was nominal. Theaverage commutation fare per mile
is computed on the assumption that purchasers of monthlytickets
make full use of them. Somepersons had occasion to go into town
only two or three times a weekor preferred to drive in good weather.
For them the price of a monthly ticket, divided bythe number of
trips actually taken, may have exceeded thenew low level of non-
commutation fares. Some travel was probably divertedto the 'other'
category. Finally, migration to the suburbs didnot add to the number
of potential daily ridersas rapidly as in the 1920's. All these factors
help to explain the absence ofany marked expansion in commuting.
We can ask the same question aboutnon-commutation, Pullman,
or total passenger-miles that we were forced by the absence of marked
specific rises and falls to consider withrespect to commuting. Did
they conform to business cycles? In other words,we can compare
the rate of net change during each referencephase with that during
the following one (Table 1). Onlyone comparison fails to indicate
positive conformity. Pullman passenger-milesnot only show a net
increase during the 1918-19 referencecontraction but rose morerap-
idly than during the succeedingexpansion. In the other comparisons
the conformity was frequently ofa modified typenot an actual rise
vs. an actual fall. An increase in Pullman travel duringthe 192 3-24
contraction was preceded and followed bymore rapid increase. Non-






Commutation versus Other Travel
1922-1940
commutationandtotal
travel declined during the
1924-26expansion,al-
though less rapidly than
before or after. This was
true of all three descrip-
tions of travel in 1927-29.
Sincethereareno
monthly records of total
passengertrafficbefore
1920, we cannot tell di-
rectlywhetheritcon-
formed to business cycles
as defined by theearlier
monthly referencedates.
But we may learn some-
thing indirectly from the
figures on annual travel.6
The National Bureau has designated certain years asreference
peaks and troughs. The annual chronology marks offphases that cor-
respond in time, roughly, to those in the monthlychronology. Rise
and fall per year between peaks and troughs can becomputed for
any phase for which there areannual data; the direction and rate of
change in two adjacent phases can then becompared. Any pairing
will indicate some type of conformity, positive orinverse.7 In study-
ing activities for which we have monthly as well asannual figures,
we usually find that if a comparisonbased on annual data indicates
positive conformity, one based on monthly data alsoindicates positive
conformity, although not necessarily of the same type.(A mere
change in the rate of growth in the annual figures oftencorresponds
to an alternation between growth and declinein the monthly figures.)
It seems probable that if there were monthlyfigures for passenger
traffic before 1919, they would indicate at least as close conformity
as the annual data.
Beginning with those for 1890, annual data used n this paper, except those forPull-
man travel, most of which were provided bythe Pullman Company, are from Statistics
ofRailways, 1940, p. 154. For earlier years we have relied on the data from Poor's
Mazud compiled in Railuiay Siatiiics bijore 1890 (I.C.C., Bureau of Statistics State-
ment 32151, mimeographed). The figures pertain toall roads (not only Class I).









2I '25 '30 '35 '40$
We have annual records for 21 reference phases before the phase
of 1919-20, the firstwe are able to discuss in the light of better data.
Thus we can supplement our study of monthly data by21 compari-
Sons of a phase with the following phase, basedon annual data (Ta-
ble 2). The simplest kind of contrasta rise duringthe expansion
together with a decline during the comparedcontractionappears in
only 3 instances. In 10 travel increased during bothphases, but more
rapidly during the expansion. Inone it declined in both, but more
sharply during the contraction. In the remaining7 none of these
things happened.
Of the narrower descriptions of travel thereis an annual statistical
record for only one before the monthly figuresbegin. We know the
number of journeys people took in Pullmancars, although not the
number of miles they traveled. Wemay dispense with the figures for
years after 1915 (except to compare 1915-18 with1913-15) as we
have monthly data for later phases. Ofthe 20 remaining possible
comparisons 4 indicate increase during expansionsand decline during
contractions, 7 more rapid growth duringexpansions, and 2 more
rapid decline during contractions; theother 7 indicate negative con-
formity (Table 3).
Thus most of the imperfect evidence fromannual data suggests
that in earlier times travel usually conformedpositively to the changes
in business at large indicated by themonthly chronology, as it did
afterwards.
When traffic conformed positivelyto business by rising less rapidly
in contraction than in expansion,we infer that although it was influ-
enced by business conditions itwas influenced also by something else
which, operating independently, wouldhave caused a rise at all times.
Conversely, when positive conformityappears in the shape of a less
rapid decline in expansion than incontraction, there is a presumption
that something else was operatingas a continuously depressing influ-
ence. Before the first World War, ifwe may trust the annual data,
conformity commonly took the form ofan increase during contrac-
tion together with more rapid increase duringexpansion.8 From the
beginning of the railwayera until 1916 railroad mileagewas ex-
tended year after year without exception,whether times were good
or bad. The number of places between which itwas possible to
travel by rail increased continuously. Thequality of the servicewas
doubtless progressively improvedtrainswere speeded up, connec-
tions made more convenient, equipmentmore comfortable. As the





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































emore remote parts of the country wereopened, business men prob-
ably went farther and farther afield in search of customers.Even
though the totaL sales an enterprise had in prospect mightdiminish.
the distance traveled by its salesmen might lengthen.Improvements
in service encouraged the transaction of business in personrather than
by mail or wire. More and more objectives for vacationand tourist
trips were made accessible. It is not unlikely thatpeople allocated an
increasing percentage of their income to pleasuretravel. Even when
income and business transactions were declining,travel could grow.
After the war, the most common departure fromrise-and-fall con-
formity was decline during expansion coupled with morerapid
dedine during contraction. During this period the improvementof
roads and motor cars made highway travel an increasingly attractive
alternative to rail travel.
TURNING POINTS
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after the reference dates to which we regard them as corresponding.
The twelve business turns involved may be divided into three groups:
the wartime peak of 1918 and trough of 1919; the first 4 turns in the
early 'twenties; and the 6 turns from 1926 to 1938 (Chart 7).
In the war period both the peak and the trough in Pullman travel
preceded the corresponding turns in business. War conditions account
for the dates of both specific turns.
In the earlier months of United States participation in the war,
prosperity and the more numerous occasions for doing business with
the government no doubt stimulated a growing number of civilian
journeys. There was of course a large increase in military travel. The
combination of influences produced a sharp rise in total Pullman pas-
senger-miles from August to October 1917. The expansion of both
passenger and freight traffic threatened to overburden the railroads.
CHART 6
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After the government took over operations at the end of 1917,it
endeavored to discourage civilian patronage, partly byexhortation°
and partly by running fewer trains as well as fewer parlor,dining,
and sleeping cars for civilian passengers.'° Travel becameinconveni-
ent and uncomfortable as well as unpatriotic.Except for a sharp
temporary rise in May, Pullnianpassenger-miles did not again ap-
proach the high levels of late 1917. We attribute the earlinessof the
peak to the discouragement of private journeys, thedecline in which
was apparently too great to beoffset by whatever increase there may
have been in military movement.
Total Pullman travel continued to decline until itreached a trough
in October, 6 months before the reference trough inApril 1919. The
influenza epidemic which broke Out in the autumnof 1918, and which
must have kept many potential travelers athome, was worst in Octo-
ber. Thereafter it became progressively milder.1'"Beginningwiththe
9See, e.g.,the statement issuedbytheRailroadAdministration and cited inW. J.
Cunningham:AmericanRailroads:Government Control and Recon striation Policies
(A. W.ShawCo., 1922), p. 89.
10 WalterD.Hines, War History ojthe AmericanRailroads (Yale UniversityPress,











Number of monthsCHART 8
Number of Soldier Journeys
July 1918 June 1920
Thousand journeys
1919 1919 1920
signing of the Armistice and continuing throughoutthe year 1919
much of the passenger service...[previously) curtailed was re-
established."12 People who had refrained from travelingcould now
indulge their pent-up desires in less discomfort andwithout any fear
of obstructing the war. From Julyto November the number of soldier
passengers declined; after the Armistice the soldiers beganto come
home in increasing number, although themovement again declined
somewhat in January and February (Chart 8).'Conditions other
than the state of business thus favoredan increase of both civilian
and military travel for several months beforeApril.
Between 1920 and 1924 the turn in travelcame after the turn in
business at both peaks and troughs,except in Pullman passenger-
miles in 1924. In other words, travel kepton increasing for a while
after business began to decline. Once it hadbegun to decline itcon-
tinued to do so for some time after businessbegan to improve. We
defer consideration of thisgroup of turns for a moment.
11Mortality rates from influenza per 100,000 populationirs 35 cities, raised to an annual
basis, were: August, 2; September, 80; October,1,774; November, 513; December,
445; January, 412; February, 204; March, 162; April,66; May, 24 (Mortality from
lnJluenza and Pneumonia in 50 Large Citiesofi/'e United States, 1910-1929, U.S. Public Health Service Reprints, Report 1415,p. 6).
12Hines, p. 89.










01II!IO u I!JDflfl NCFIBetween 1926 and 1938 peaks in travel regularlypreceded peaks in
business, and troughs in travel, except in 1933, cameafter troughs in
business. Passenger traffic began to decline beforebusiness turned
downward and continued to decline for some timeafter business
turned upward.
The exception in 1933 came in March, the monthof the banking
holiday. When depositors could not withdraw moneyfrom their
accounts it is understandable that all exceptthe most necessary ex-
penditures should be severely curtailed.
As previously noted, the growing attractionof the highways was
operating to decrease rail travel during theentire period covered by
our monthly data. When anyform of economic activity is subject to a
continuously depressing influence we oftenfind that it turns down-
ward earlier than business and goes ondeclining for some time after
business turns upward. This seems to havebeen the case with travel
between 1926 and 1938, with theexplainable exception in 1933.
The first group of intervals on Chart 7 canthus be explained by
wartime conditions and the third groupby highway competition or
the banking holiday. None of theseinfluences is always and neces-
sarily associated with expansion or contractionin incomes and the
volume of business transactions. Onlythe middle group of turns
from 1920 to 1924 gives any hint of whatmight be expected in a
cycle from which these complications wereabsent. Even here the
evidence is far from conclusive. The 1924intervals, with total and
non-commutation travel lagging behind thebusiness trough, might
just as logically be included in thethird group, leaving only three
cases on which to base aconclusion.14 The inference, if any, to be
drawn from this fragile evidence isthat, when changes in business
are the only importantinfluence at work, turning points intravel are
likely to come late in the procession.
THE LENGTh OF jOURNEYS
The number of passenger-milesdepends partly on how often peo-
ple undertake journeys andpartly on how far they go. Business con-
ditions can affect the amountof travel by influencing either the
number or the length of trips.
On the whole the averagelength of journeys has increased since
1921, when the databegin, both in expansion and, to alarge extent,
in contraction (Charts 9, 10).This was a result, at least in part,of
14 The 1924 sum in Pullman travel came earlyrather than late. We are unable to ac-
count for this exception on anyhypothesis.
15Average Journey: Passengers other than Commuters
1921-1940
'24'2S'26'27'28'29'30'31'.3233'34'353637'38.3940
the progressive extension andimprovement of highway facilities.
When contemplatinga short trip, people were more likely to choose
automobile in preference to railtransport than when considering a
long one. Drivinga car may be a relief and a pleasure fora few
hours; over long stretchesa cumulative strain develops, theprospect
of which is a deterrent. Automobiletrips of great length almost
necessitate an overnight stop with loss oftime and lodging expense.
Travel by bus for long distanceswas also very uncomfortable. High-
way improvement eliminated short rail tripsmore rapidly than long
ones, and thu tended to raise theaverage length.
The average for other thancommutation journeys, however,rose
more rapidly in expansions than in neighboringcontractions, and
sometimes even declined in the latter,especially during the later
stages of the1929-33contraction.
We infer that when the incomesof people whoare inclined to
15Another possible circumstance bearingespecially on commuting may be cited.I.ater corners to the suburban areas may have establishedtheir homes farther and farther




travel by rail for pleasure are increasing they take not only more
numerous but more ambitious journeys. When their incomes arefall-
ing they take not only fewer but shorter ones. A similar tendency, we
surmise, is present in travel for business purposes. When the sizeand
frequency of orders is increasing it may be thought worth while to
send salesmen farther and farther to obtain them. When the business
obtainable per trip is declining some of the longer trips may cease to
pay for themselves.
If highway transport had not been greatly improved duringthe
period, the average would probably have increased in expansionsand
fallen in contractions. As things were, the average tended torise in
expansions both because highway development was eliminatingthe
shorter rail trips and because improving business conditions were
adding to the longer ones. In contraction the influence of business
conditions opposed that of highway improvement.
During the first few months of the 1933-37 reference expansion a
sharp rise in the average temporarily carried it to muchhigher levels
than those which prevailed afterward. In those months theactivities
of the federal government were greatly expanded by theestablish-
ment of the New Deal agencies. Many people went toWashington
looking for jobs; when they got them they broughttheir families.
Business men had numerous occasions for going to thecapital in con-
nection with the new laws and their administration.Although the
persons involved may have beenfew in comparison with other travel-
ers they came from all partsof the country; their journeys were long.
CHART 10





Length of Journeys of Commuters and Other Passengers
Rate of Change between Reference Months
1 Pertains to three-monthperiod: reference, preceding, and following month.
18
The maximum excess above the underlying slope of the curve was
about 16 miles, and does not seem too great to be explained in this
manner. We have disregarded these transient high levels in endeav-
oring to appraise the usual effect of improving business.
The effect of changes in general economic conditions on the length
of commutation journeys seems to be the opposite of their effect on
other travel (Chart 10). The average trip lengthens during contrac-
tions more rapidly than during expansions. Residents of the suburbs
who live relatively close to the center of a metropolitan area can
often reach it by bus or trolley. These alternatives are usually more
inconvenient and time-consuming but cheaper. The farther out one
lives the greater the inconvenience and loss of time. It seems likely
that in contractions more of those who have short distances to travel
drop out of the ranks of commuters than of those who live farther
away.'6
On Chart 10 no contrast between the contraction of 1926-27 and
its neighboring expansions is clearly observable. Our usual method
of computing the rate of change also fails to indicateany difference.
The computed growth during the 1921-23 expansionwas less rapid
than during the contraction of 1923-24, however; and growth during
1927-29 was less rapid than in the following contraction (Table 4).
Since commuting accounts for a minor part of all passenger-miles,
changes in the average length of all journeys aremore likely to re-
16Arthur F. Burns suggests that persons with large incomes and stable employment
may form a higher percentage of the commuters who live relatively far from town than
of those who live nearby. They could more easily afford the greater fare; and in de-






















DATE NESSDATELENGTH' troughpeak LENGTHL troughpeak
(miles)
Sept.1921trough 51.4......... 14.0
May1923peak 20 58.2 6.80.34.. 14.30.3 0.02
July1924000g!a 14 60.3 2.1. . .0.15 14,70.4 0.03
Oct. 1926peak 27 70.4 10.10.37. .. 14.90.2 0.01
Duc.1927trough 14 71.3 0.9 ...0.06 15.00.1 0.01
June1929peak 18 74.5 3.20.18 ..- 15.10.1 0.01
March 1933trough45 68.6-5.9.. .-0.13 16.00.9 0.02
May1937peak 50 81.5 12.90.26 ... 16.70.7 0.01























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Length of Pullman Journeys
Rate of Change between Reference Months
1932 and prior, fromSurrey of CurrentBusiness, Jan. 1939; subsequently, like all
figures for number of passengers, from various issues of Statistics of Rail ways.
semble those in other than commutation travel. Beginning with the
1919-20 expansion, comparisons of each phase with the following,
using annual data, suggest in each case that the net effect of declining
business is to shorten and of improving business to lengthen journeys.
When there was a shortening in both phases, it proceeded more rap-
idly in contraction. When there was a lengthening in both, it pro-
ceeded more rapidly in expansion. Comparisons for earlier periods,
however, do not, as a whole, indicate any consistent relationship.
Before 1896 they suggest that improving business tended to shorten
and declining business to lengthen journeys (Table 5). Annual data
for Pullman travel, beginning with 1918, show positive conformity
without exception (Table 6).
CYCLICAL VARIABILITY OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF TRAVEL
All kinds of travel, we have shown, tend to rise and fall with busi-
ness. But are all equally affected? Is commuting more or less variable
than other traffic? Within the category of non-commutation travel,
are Pullman passenger-miles more or less variable than coach pas-
senger miles?
In 1921-23 commuting increased more than other travel. In 192l-
26 and 1927-29 it increased although other travel declined (Table
7). From these expansions one might infer that commutingwas the





















1919 trough 1 367.4 -4.0 ... -4.0
1920 peak 1 365.2 -2.2 -2.2
1921 trough 1 361.7 --3.5 . ..-3.5
1923 peak 2 379.0 17.3 8.6
1924 trough 1 383.8 4.8 ... 4.8
1926 peak 2 399.4 15.6 7.8
1927 trough 1 400.5 1.1 . .. 1.1
1929 peak 2 420.5 20.0 10.0
1932 trough 3 429.1 8.6 ... 2.9
1937 peak 5 516.8 87.7 17.5
1938 trough 1 532.2 15.4 . .. 15.4
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































while there was a brisk rise in other travel. Turning to the contrac-
tions, we note that commuting was unchanged in 1926-27, while
other travel declined; in 1923-24, 1929-32, and 1937-38 both de-
clined but commuting declined less. Thus commuting varied less (in
the direction in which business was changing) in one expansion and
all four contractions. On their face these comparisons do not indicate
that either is consistentlymore variable than the other.
Indeed they suggest that during most of the period1921-38 influ-
ences other than business conditions tended to depress non-commuta-
tton travel relatively to commuting in both expansions andcontrac-
tions, If this were true we should expect other travelto rise less than
commuting in expansions and to fallmore than commuting in con-
tractions. This is precisely what happened from1921 to 1933. On the
other hand, other travel bothrose and fell more than commuting in
the 193 3-38 cycle. On this basiswe can divide the whole period into
two sub-periods in which different rules seemed to prevail. The line
of division, however, mightas well be placed in 1929 as in 1933.
For it would be equally true tosay that other travel was more varia-
ble during 1929-38.
What these other influencesmay have been we should already
suspect. From 1921 to 1929 the growing appeal of suburban life
tended to increase commuting in both expansions andcontractions;
it can have had no appreciable effecton other traffic. Commuting
therefore tended to risemore and decline less than other travel. After
1929 this influence cannot have been important.
It is also possible that the commutation businessof the railroads
was less vulnerable to highway competition than otherpassenger
travel. The former, to besure, involved quite short distances. But the
highway alternative, if suburban residentswere to go to and from
business in their own cars,was a twice-daily grind of driving through
congested metropolitan roads and streets at rush hours.One great
disadvantage of rail travelas compared with travel in one's own car
the necessity of subordinating personal convenienceto railroad
timetableswas not a serious deterrent to commuting, forin this
service trains were frequent and scheduleswere adjusted to the hours
of doing business. Metropolitan highwayconditions also discouraged
daily travel in busses by limiting their possiblespeed. Rail commuta-
tion fares amounted to little overa cent per mileless than the out-
of-pocket cost of driving, at least forone person per car. The in-
creasing attractions of the highways tendedto cause a greater decline










If we wish to learn anything about thecomparative cyclical vari-
ability of the two kinds of traffic we shallhave to disentangle the
effect of other influences from that ofcyclical changes in business,
especially before 1929. For this purpose the ratioof other than com-
mutation to all travel is illuminating. Itdeclined from 1921 to 1933,
then rose in the 1933-37 xpansion and fell inthe 1937-38 contraction
(Chart 11). The fall between 1921 and 1933,however, was uneven
The ratio declined more rapidly in eachcontraction than in the adja-
cent expansions (Table 8). This suggeststhat the tendency of other
influences was to depress non-commutationrelatively to commutation
travel throughout the twelve years, butvariations in business tended
TLE 8
Ratio of Other than Commutation toTotal Passenger-miles
Rate of Change between ReferenceMonths
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DATE BUSINESSDATEOF TOTAL1 trough
Sept.1921 trough... 83.88 0.04
May1923 peak 20 82.98 0.90 0.05
July1924 trough 14 82.20 0.78 ...
Oct.1926 peak 27 81.29 0.910.03
0.12
Dec.1927 trough 14 79.58 1.71
June1929 peak 18 77.84 1.740.090.20
March 1933 trough 45 68.86 8.98
May1937 peak 50 83.15 14.29 0.29
0.05
May1938 trough 32 82.51 0.64
1Percentage for reference dateand preceding and following month.e
S
to cause greater rises during expansionand greater falls duringcon-
traction in non-commutation trafficthan in commuting. If thiswere
true> general business changes shouldoperate against the other influ-
ences in expansion, reducing the rate of declineif not converting it
into a rise, and should reinforcethe other influences in contraction.
accelerating the rate of decline.In other words, the ratio shouldcon-
form positively to business,which it did without exception from
1921 to 1938.
There are, moreover,non-statistical reasons for believing thatcom-
muting is influenced byexpansion and contraction less than other
passenger business. Commutersas a class probably enjoy rather stable
employment. As longas they keep their homes and their jobs they
must travel to and from the city.During contractions, commuting
should decline less than othertravel because few jobs have beenlost:
during expansions, it shouldincrease less because thereare few lost
jobs to be regained.
In some future businesscycle the attractions of city andsuburbs
may have arrived at equilibrium; theproportions in which population
is divided between thetwo may have become stable. Ina similar sense,
the attractions of highwayand railroad asmeans of travel may have
arrived at equilibrium. In sucha cycle, we are inclined to think,com-
mutation travel would declineless during contraction andincrease less in expansion__wouldhave a smaller cyclicalamplitude-_than other travel.
By comparing the changesin Pullman travel withthose in total
non-commutation travel, we should be ableto tell whether the former
is cyclicallymore variable than non-commutation coachtraffic.17 If
Pullman rises or fallsmore than the total, we mayassume it rises and
falls more than the coachcomponent. But a simple comparison yields
inconsistent results. The specificrises in Pullmanpassenger-miles
were greater than in coach travel in3 of 4 expansions, less in 1 (Table
9). On the other hand the specificdeclines in Pullmanwere less than
those in coach travel in3 contractions, greater in 1. In half thecases,
Pullman travel variedmore, in the other half less than coachtravel.
Again the period 1921-38 can be divided in twoparts. From 1921
to 1929 Pullman travelrose more in prosperity, fell less indepression.
Other influences seemedto be depressing coach relativelyto Pullman
travl in both expansion andcontraction. From 1929 to1938 the rela-
tive changes conformedto no simple rule. Pullman traveldeclined























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Revenue per Passenger-mile (Non - commutation)
1921-1940
1'2829'30'31'3233'34'35'38'37'38'39 40
more in 1929-33, increased less in 1933-37, declined less in1937-38.
The consistent depression of coach relativelyto Pullman travel
from 1921 to 1929can probably be accounted for by a difference in
their susceptibility to motor competition,traceable to a difference in
the typical distance traveled, Pullmanjourneys are longer, on the
average, than journeys in day coaches. In 1922 theaverage journey,
other than commutation,was 55 miles. The average journey in Pull-
mans was 370 miles.'8 Since people aremore likely to prefer highway
to rail transport for a short journey than fora long one, the multi-
plication and improvement of roadsand motor vehicles at first
threatened coach more than Pullmantravel. Such a difference could
18It is true that when a passenger rides continuouslyover several railroads, eadi counts
him as a passenger, and the figure of 55 milesis therefore too low to represent the
average completed journey. But the latter can hardly involve,on the average, more than
2 or at most 3 railroads. Travel between New Yorkand Chicago usually involves the
use of but one railroad; many trans-continental trips involveonly 3. As the other.than-










I. I I I I I pcause Pullman travel to increase more in expansions,and to decline
less in contractiOns, as it did.
The greater decline in Pullman passenger-miles from 1929 to 1933
may be the consequence of a change in the relativefares. In this
contraction passenger fares were gradually but, on the average, sub-
stantially reduced (Chart 12). During most of the period reductions
were not made according to any comprehensiveplan; the decline in
the average is apparently the result of scattered, local experiments
with lower fares as a means of regaining traffic. No detailed informa-
tion about individual reductions is available, but it seems possible that
coach fares were more severely and extensively cut than Pullman
fares. If so, the reductions may have limited the decline incoach
more effectively than that in Pullman travel.
The process of cutting fares culminated in the reductionof the
basic charges during the expansion of 1933-37. While bothPullman
and other fares were reduced, the differential cost to the travelerof
Pullman as compared with coach journeys increased (Table10)
19
The widening of the margin may explain the greater recoveryin
coach than in Pullman travel. Striking improvements in thecomfort
and attractiveness of coach equipment were a contributingfactor.
In the remaining phase, 1937-38, coach declined more thanPull-
man travel. The Pullmandifferential was narrowed in the South
during the contraction, but this change in price relationships in one
region seems too small to account for the comparative change inthe
national ligu.res.
The relative changes in all these phases, except perhaps thelast,
can plausibly be explainedin terms of other factors than changes in
general business conditions. They do not indicate whatwould happen
in a phase in which the latter was thesole important influence. If
either kind of traffic is consistently more sensitive tochanges in busi-
ness conditions than the other,the difference cannot be very great. At
least it was smail enough to be obliterated bydifferences in their sus-
ceptibility to motor competition and by changes in pricedifferentials.20
19A basic fare is an amount in cents per mile ordinarilyused over a wide area to con-
stnict the actual fares. Because of excursions,vacation fares, application of short-line
fares over longer competing routes, etc., the average revenue perpassenger-mile is usu-
ally less than the basic fare. Of the competitivereductions after 1929, none, until
1932, was widespread and uniformenough to justify describing the readjustment as
a new basic fare, althoughthe collective effect was substantial. Chart 12 therefore shows
earlier reductions than Table 10.
20 have computed month-by-month ratiosof Pullman to non-commutation travel
but their evidence is no more conclusive.
27S
TABLE 10



















Aug. 26, 1920 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6
July 1, 19321 2.88 2.88
Jan. 1, 19332 1.5 1.5 1.5
April 1, 19333 2.0 2.0 2.0
Dec. 1, 1933 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 1.8 1.8
June 1, 1936 2.0
Nov. 15, 1937 2.0 2.0 2.0
Dec. 15, 1937
July 26, 1938 2.5 2.0
Jan. 15, 1939 2.5 1.5 ii 1.5
Mitrch 24, 1940 2.0
Pullman Fare







Jan. 1, 19332 2.00 2.00
April 1, 19333 3.0 3 3.0
Dcc. 1, 1933 3.0 2.5 2.0 3.0 2.5 2.0 June 1, 1936 3.0
Nov. 15, 1937











Jan. 1, 19332 3.08 3.08
April 1, 1933 4.08 4.08 4.08
Dee. 1, 1933
June 1, 1936 3.72

















Jan. 1, 19332 1.58 1.58
April 1, 39333 2.08 2.08 2.03
Dec. 1, 1933
June 1, 1936 1.72
2.22 1.72 1.22 1.72 1.42 0.92
Nov. 15, 1937 1.72 1.22 0.72
Dec. 15, 1937
July 26, 1938 1.22
0.97 1.17









March 24, 1940 1.7 56
28TRAVEL AND THE PRODUCTION OP COMMODITIES
Travel is not only largely a service to consumers but, like all services,
is perishable. Production and consumption are simultaneous. Travel
is analogous to the production of perishable consumer goods, gen-
erally regarded as one of the forms of economic activity least affected
by cyclical changes in business. Are the changes in travel that corre-
spond to changes in business also relatively mild? To answer the
question roughly we may compare changes in travel with those in the
Federal Reserve index of industrial production (Tables 7, 9), which
reflects the production of many kinds of articlesproducers' and con-
surners', durable and non-durable. Presumably the cyclical changes in
it are greater than the changes in the production of perishable con-
sumer goods and services. If travel changes rather little as business
changes, the amplitude of its fluctuations should be les than those of
fluctuations in the Reserve index.
All four of the specific expansions in industrial production were
greater than the corresponding specific expansions in travel. Two of
the declines in production were greater than those in travel, but two
were smaller. In 6 of 8 instances, therefore, the specific risesand falls
suggest that industrial production is more variable cyclically than
passenger traflic.
If the net changes between reference dates are compared, the
results are similar. In 192 1-23 and 1933-37 production increased
more than trafiic. In 1919-20, 1924-26, and 1927-29it increased while
travel showed a net decline. Thus in all 5 expansions it moved in the
same direction as business to a greater extentthan travel did.21 In
three contractions industrial production declined more thantravel;
21 Since we do not have data for the earlier months of the specific cycle in travel cor-
responding to the reference cycle of 1919-21, we cannot calculate the average volume
of traffic for this cycle or the variation about the average. Hence we have one more
reference cycle than we have specific cycles.
Notej to Table 10
Based on information in Seasonal Variation in Railway Passenger Revenue and Pas-
senger-Miles (Interstate Commerce Commission Statement No. 4037, 1940), pp. 10-1.
1 Changes effective only on parts of Southern Railway.
2Changes effective only on Southern Railway.
3 changes effective nnly on Louisville & Nashville, Mobile and Ohio, Nashville,
Chattanooga, and St. Louis, and Central of Georgia railways.
4 Pullman fare plus Pullman charge for berth or seat of 0.72 cents through July 31,
1938, and 0.756 beginning August 1; plus, also,Pullman surchange of 0.35 cents
through November 30, 1933 in South and West, and May 31, 1936in East.
Pullman cost less coach fare.
29S
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in two it declined less. Eight of ten comparisons suggest that produc-
tion was more variable.
But much of this evidence of apparently greater cyclical variation in
production than in passenger-miles can be interpreted in terms of
growing highway competition, in the absence of which the increase
in travel would have been greater in all the expansions than it was.
The growth of employment, income, and occasions for business trans-
actions operating alone might, for all the data tell us, have evoked a
larger increase in travel than occurred in production.22
On the other hand, highway competition may account for the
greater fall in passenger-miles than in production during the con-
tractions of1926-27and1929-33.In its absence travel would not
have declined as much as it did, perhaps not as much as production.
Thus all expansions and two contractions afford no conclusive test
of the relative amplitudes that would have resulted solely from gen-
eral changes in income, business transactions, etc.
There remain three contractions(1920-21, 1923-24,and1937-38)
in which the decline in production was greater than in travel. High-
way competition cannot account for the difference in amplitude; with-
out it travel would have been even more stable. These three phases
suggest that business contraction, and presumably, business expansion
involve milder changes in travel than in industrial production. The
evidence of all other phases either is not in conflict with themor can
be explained by developments in motor transportor by special cir-
cumstances.
Changes in non-commutation travel, so far as dataare available,
compare with those in production in the same way as changes in all
travel (Tables7,9). We have previously concluded that changes in
commuting are milder than in other travel.
Employment probably rises and falls lessamong commuters than
among workers in mines and factories, whose output is reflected in
the Reserve index of production. Its relative regularity helpsto ex-
22 Perhaps highway competitionwas not important enough in 1919-20 to account for
the comparative movement during that reference expansion, in which travelshowed a
net decline while production rose. But other circumstances, ofan unusual character,
raised the level of passenger-miles at the business trough in April1919 relatively to
the level at the business peak in January 1920. The returnmovement of soldiers was
large at the trough, small at the peak (Chart 8). Civilian travelat the former was prob-
ably swollen by the release of the rètrictions imposed by thewar and the epidemic.
Somethingwe don't know what, but it must have been ofa transient naturecausecf
a sharp temporary decline at the peak.
30
.CHART 13
Passengermiles per 100 Ton-miles
1919-1939
1919 '20'2 I'22'23'24'25 '26'27'28'29'30. '3132'33343531'31'38'39
plain the relative stability àf total travel of which the daily trips to
nd from work form a part.
PJ*SSENGER VS. FREIGHT 11AFFJC
In four out of five expansions ton-miles rose between reference dates,
while total passenger-miles rose less or declined. In the same number
and percentage of contractions freight traffic declined more than
travel. Bit in the greatest expansion(1933-37)and the greatest con-
traction(1929-33),travel changed more than ton-miles (Table 7).
Specific phase comparisons cannot be made by the usual method for
the first expansion and contraction because the beginning date of the
cycle in travel is unknown. During the remaining four expansions a
comparison of the change in travel between its own specific dates
with the change in freight between its specific dates suggests the
same conclusions as in the case of the changes between reference
dates. This is true also of contractions except in 1926-27. In the
specific phase corresponding to the severest contraction and the sharp-
est expansion, the variation in passenger-miles again appears greater
31S i -,-
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Ye ra ended June30 CItndar years
than in ton-miles. Counting this contraction, itwas greater in2 out
of 4 (Table9).
Comparison of amplitudes thus yields rather uncertain results. On
the whole, it suggests that freight is affectedmore severely than pas-
senger traffic by changes in business conditions. But the exceptions
are too important to be ignored.
The1929peak in the movement of freightwas higher than the
1920peak. Most other economic activities likewise attainedhigher
peaks in1929.Passenger travel, on the other hand,was about one-
third lower. This suggests that persistent influenceswere tending to
depress passenger traffic relatively to freight duringboth expansions
and contractions within the longer period. Thesuggestion is con-
firmed by an examination of the ratio ofpassenger-miles to ton-miles,
which declined substantially over the periodas a whole (Chart 13).
But the fall was most conspicuous in expansions. Incontractions the
ratio remained fairly stationaryor even rose. During the period since
1929,regarded as a whole, there has been littlenet change in the
ratio. But during the long contraction of1929-33it rose somewhat
except during the last four months. It rose in the contraction of1937-
32
CHART 14
Passenger-miles per 100 Ton-m&Ies
1882-1939
'0 0.- 00G, SO
JTABLE 11
Passenger-miles per 100 Ton-miles
Rate of Change between Reference Months
1 Ratio pertains to three months: reference, preceding, and following. Non-revenue
ton-miles induded in divisor, first four lines.
38 also. In the intervening expansionit was fairly flat, although it
fluctuated irregularly in the earlier months.
Our usual method of computing the rateof change indicates that
the ratio conformed negatively to businessin every possible compari-
son except that of 1929-33with 1933-37 (Table 11), in which the
computation produces a fall in the contractionand a slight rise in the
expansion. But the method makes use of thedata for only the ends
of the phases, and in the 1929-33contraction the end of the phase
is very unrepresentative of itsgeneral course. If the reference date had
been placed in the summer of 1932(when the specific turn in the
Reserve index, ton-miles, andvarious other economic measures oc-
curred) the arithmetic procedurewould yield no exception.
We interpret the course of eventsdepicted in Chart 13 in the fol-
lowing manner. Improving businessconditions tended to increase
freight more rapidly than passengertraffic, and hence to cause the
ratio of passenger-miles to ton-miles todecline. Contraction in busi-
ness tended toreduce freight more than passenger traffic,and hence
to cause the ratio torise. Expansion reenforced andcontraction
worked against the influence of moreenduring factors. Between 1929
and 1937 more widespread and greaterreductions were made in pas-













REFERENCE 01'PRECEDINGTON- from from
DATE BUSINESSDATE MILES1 trough peak
April1919 trough .. 12.321
Jan.1920 peak 9 9.876 -2.445-0.272
Sept.1921 trough 20 10.329 0.453 ... 0.023
May1923 peak 20 7.865 -2.464-0.123
Sept.1921 trough... 11.494
May1923 peak 20 8.470 -3.024-0.151
July1924 trough 14 9.815 1.34) ... 0.096
Oct.1926 peak 27 7.918 -1.897-0.070
Dec.1927 trough 14 7.979 0.061 ... 0.004
June1929 peak 18 6.842 -1.137-0.063
March 1933 trough 45 6.213 -0.629 ... -0.014
May1937 peak 50 6.450 0.237 0.005
May1938 trough 12 7.999 1.549 ... 0.129e
TABLE 12
Passenger-Miles per 100 Ton-Miles
Rate of Change between Reference Years
CHANGE FROM PRECEDING DATE
long-time influences. Perhaps thenet effect was a slight tendency for
passenger-miles to rise somewhat relativelyto freight ton-miles. The
greater stimulating effect of business expansionon freight traffic off-
set this tendency during the expansion; itsgreater depressing effect
caused an actual rise in the ratio during theadjacent contractions.
Judged by annual data thecourse of events was similar in the
decades before the monthly data begin.Over a period of several
business cycles, regarded in its entirety,passenger-miles increased,
but not as much as ton-miles; ingeneral the ratio of passenger-miles
to ton-miles declined (Chart 14). But itrose somewhat in many of
the contractions, and declined fairlyconsistently in the expansions.
Of the many comparisons possible,only one indicatesan exception to
the general rule of inverse conformity(Table 12).
In the preceding section itwas suggested that the amount of travel,


















peak . -. 19.56 .. -
1885 trough 3 18.58 -0.98.. -0.33
1887 peak 2 17.17 -1.41 -0.70 . -.
1888 trough 1 17.11 -0.06 . -. -0.06
1890 peak 2 15.81 -1.30 -0.65
1890 peak ... 15.55
1891 trough 1 15.84 0.29 ... 0.29
1893 peak 2 15.20 -0.64 -0.32
1894 trough 1 17.79 2.59 ... 2.59
1896 peak 2 13.69 -4.10 -2.05
1897 trough 1 12.88 -0.81 ... -0.81
1900 peak 3 11.33 -1.55 -0.52
1901 trough 1 11.80 0.47 ... 0.47
1903 peak 2 12.07 0.27 0.14
1904 trough 1 12.56 0.49 . .- 0.49
1907 peak 3 11.72 -0.84-0.28
1908 trough 1 13.32 1.60 .. 1.60
1910 peak 2 12.68 -0.64-0.32 . -.
1911 trough 1 13.08 0.40 ... 0.40
1913 peak 2 11.49 -1.59-0.80
1915 trough 2 11.72 0.23 ... 0.12
1918 peak 3.5 10.57 -1.15 --0.33
1919 trough 1 12.76 2i9 ... 2.19
1920 peak 1 11.45 -1.31 -1.31than the total output of industrial commodities. Freight traffic, onthe
other hand, consists to a considerable extent of durableproducer
goods.23 The sharp variations in their supply are reflected inthe quan-
tities tendered to the railroads for transportation.
CONCLUSIONS
An increase in railway travel has usually been a featureof a general
expansion in business. In some of the expansions that haveoccurred
since the development of highways and motoring,however, the in-
crease in rail travel was brief and small,and there was a net decline
in passenger-miles between the beginning and the endof the general
upward movement. In a business contraction rail travelusually either
declined or grew less rapidly than in expansion.
The average length of journeys, at least in recentcycles, likewise
conforms positively to the general changes in business. Thelength of
commutation trips, however, has increased somewhat morerapidly in
contraction than in expansion.
The time at which an expansion in travel began orended has usu-
ally been influenced, during the period forwhich records are avail-
able, by the continuously increasing attractivenessof highway travel
or by circumstances such as do not recurin most cyclesthe Armistice
and an epidemic in 1918, the banking holiday in 1933.But there is a
little evidence that in the absence of suchcomplications peaks in
traffic would come somewhat late in thetransition from prosperity
to depression, and troughs somewhatlate in the opposite process.
Commuting is less affected by business conditionsthan other travel.
Cyclical changes in total passenger traffic arelikely to be milder than
in industrial production or in freighttraffic.
See our Occasional Paper 5, Freight Trathc inProsperity and Depression, p. 32.
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